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Regional
Rep in Latin America1.
Pray for our

Healing of health issues
that are affecting his
personal life, work,
studies and Ministry. May
God restore his health
and give him the
strength to fulfil his
mission.

6
Pray for the

7
Pray for our

emotional and
spiritual health of

partners at

our professors as
they continue to
persevere in this
continuing season of
worldwide pandemic.

Focus

Kenya, that

students would be
blessed by faithful
Christian professors

job transitions and
searches

Pray for our
professors in

Eastern Europe
that they would

experience God's
peace this week.

8

three of
our professors in
a secure country
Pray for

in

South Asia

disruptive violence.

may be making an
impact for Christ on
campuses all across
the nation.

14

mental
and emotional
health of students.
Pray for the

Pray for students to
seek truth and
healing in Christ.

15

Pray that our profs

grace,
support, and
accountability to

16

being of all of our

faithful supporters

during this continued
pandemic.

students who
struggle with

academics for a

Pray for our VP of

Pray for an
ambitious training
project:

Program

Dr.
Keith Campbell, as
Development,

22

Pray for our
professors doing

professors teaching

excellent work in the

in

Lithuania that

Czech Rebublic,

Project 500 - a

they would be a great
encouragement to

favor with their

Profs in Africa.

their students in both

colleagues and

word and action.

university.

training project for

28
Pray for all of our

Global Scholars
professors to

he prepares to go

protect time to

on Sabbatical next

spend with Jesus in

month.

prayer and solitude.

23

Pray for our

that they may find

Society would like17
a regional
representative for
Asia. Even as we get

increased
availability of the

24

Pray for all of our
fellows in
that they
may be the salt and
light of Jesus in
creative ways to their
students, colleagues,
and community.

secure
countries

Pray for our prof that
has taken up duties
as a law school
associate dean in the

Far East.

COVID vaccination in
countries with limited
economic resources as
this continues to affect
universities and students.

18

research,

that they may work
with faithfulness
and excellence in
their field.

25

Pray for our partners
and fellows that
serve through

Global
Scholars Canada
that they may be
faithfully living out
God's call on their
lives in academia.

perseverance and
encouragement for
our professors
teaching in

Asia.

East

19

Pray today for

believers in
academia to make

Pray for our profs
that do

12
Pray for

The
to hire

closer to hiring
someone. may God
guide us through the
process and choose the
right person to occupy
that office.

5

11
Pray for

one-on-one

center on the Word

can offer

Pray for the well-

21

27

10
Pray for more

of God.

20

Consortium
of Christian Study
Centers, that they

and wisdom for the
Executive Committee
as they make decisions.

and students that

variety of reasons.

Pray for our partners
with the

Society
of Christian Scholars

between professors

visa issues.

4
Pray for the continued
growth of the

conversations

having health and

SAT

3

9
Pray for a professor

where there is

profs
traveling back to
their universities
post-holidays and
Pray for our

encountering
quarantines and
increased COVID
spikes from the
omicron variant

in Africa.

13
Pray for Christian
professors in the middle
of
that they
would trust God's
provision and timing.

2

FRI

the decision to join
the Society and
connect with a
thriving network of
Christian scholars.

26

professors
with families that
Pray for

struggle with the
work work/home-life
balance that they
may be strengthened
and encouraged in
their faith.

"Enter his
gates with
thanksgiving;
go into his
courts with
praise. Give
thanks to
him and
praise his
name."
Psalm 100:4

